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January 16, 2016

San Francisco Arts Commission
401 Van Ness Avenue #325
San Francisco, CA 94102
Re: Athens-Avalon Steps Tile Project

Dear Sir or Madam:
I am writing in support of the Athens-Avalon Steps Tile Project, which we feel is indispensable to the completion of
the highly successful Athens-Avalon Greenspace Project.
As you may know, the Greenspace Project was launched in 2008 by 10 neighbors whose vision was to transform a
steep, underdeveloped City Right of Way weed patch and dumping ground into a beautiful terraced open space with
drought tolerant plants for all to enjoy.
With consistent fundraising, community exposure, a steadily growing group of dedicated volunteers and the support
of SF Parks Alliance, SFDPW, SF Safe, and District 11 Supervisor John Avalos, the Athens-Avalon Greenspace has
come to fruition. It is now time to address the final phase of the Project, which is the stairs adjacent to the hillside.
The Greenspace Project is requesting your approval so that we may use our set-aside funds to transform the graffitiladen, paint-splashed stairs with a lovely, unique tile design that will serve to enhance the beauty of the space and
further contribute to the enrichment of the neighborhood.
My husband and I have lived on Athens Street since 1980 and have witnessed first-hand the transformation from a
simple neighborhood to a diverse community of individuals who truly care about the Excelsior. We attribute The
Greenspace Project to be instrumental in making this happen.
Please help us to complete a project that creates value on so many levels.
Thank you very much for your consideration,

Cheryl Kalson
Karl Alsnauer
282 Athens Street

January 19, 2016

Dear SF Arts Commission,
I am writing to ask you to support the Athens Avalon Greenspace Tile Steps Project. I have
lived and worked in San Francisco for over 20 years, and have been in the Excelsior District
since 2003. Since that time, I have seen great changes and many improvements throughout
our city, but still see my district lagging behind.
I live adjacent to the Athens Street stairway that features in the “Stairway Walks of San
Francisco” book. For years, my partner and I shunned the stair with its trash, weeds and poor
lighting. In 2008, we were delighted to see a group form and begin the improvements we had
long hoped for. Since that time, we have become devoted to the Athens Avalon Greenspace
project and help at the monthly gardening days, as well as assisting with fundraising activities.
This stair is now something we are immensely proud of and it’s been instrumental in forging
friendships and trust in our community. Though we’ve come a long way, I feel the project is not
yet complete.
Though our community has beautified the landscape adjoining the stairway, the stair itself is not
visually appealing. We’ve seen other neighborhoods with better funding create artistic
masterpieces of their stairs. The Moraga Steps is a great example. We’re so fortunate to have
a talented graphic designer in our group who conceived of a beautiful yet simple design that
won enthusiastic, unanimous approval by the group. The vibrant colors and play on pattern
create a visual rainbow that will delight our residents, both young and old.
I appreciate your consideration of our proposal. I wholeheartedly support this stairway tile
design and know that it will become a showpiece for our community and help build a sense of
pride in our underserved neighborhood.
Thank you in advance for supporting the Athens Avalon Greenspace Tile Steps Project and
supporting our community.

Tami Rowan
199 Valmar Terrace
San Francisco, CA 94112
T: (415) 334-7642
E: tamirowan@yahoo.com
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Résumé

IRAN NARGES
(415) 710-8522
IRAN@IRANNARGES.COM
IRANNARGES.COM

ISO

Experienced designer seeks creative collaborators to make useful, beautiful things.
FREELANCE CLIENTS & ACCOUNTS, 1997–2010

1000 More Graphic Elements

American Academy of Ophthalmology
Bank of America
California Academy of Sciences
Gap, Inc.
Harry & David
James Carrière Photography
Michele Karpé Represents
McCann Erickson
Microsoft

Type Directors Club 2008 Annual:
Judge’s Choice

STAFF POSITIONS & LONG-TERM ENGAGEMENTS

PUBLICATIONS & RECOGNITION

Adaptive Path’s Guide to Experience Mapping,
2013
50 Books / 50 Covers, 2009
Type Directors Club 2009 Annual
New York Book Show

Surface Magazine Thesis Guide,
Nov. 2007
Art Directors Club Student Portfolio Review,
2007
Type Directors Club 2006 Annual

Nicole Landaw Jewelry
Om Records
PayPal
Pottery Barn Product Development
Restoration Hardware
SF MOMA
Wells Fargo
Wendi Young Design
Wired Magazine

Adaptive Path at Capital One, San Francisco
creative director, 5.2015–present
Mentor & manage 5–7 Visual Designers; provide creative direction and service design
leadership across AP’s Service Experience Design practice, Events team, and Adaptive Path.
org; help shape and guide service design engagements within Capital One.

CCA Level Award, 2005 & 2006
HOW Magazine Interactive Annual 2004, Merit
American Association of Political Consultants,
2002 1st place “Pollie”

TALKS & WORKSHOPS

To Helvetican and Back (Workshop),
UX Week, San Francisco 2014
The Case for Beautfy, From Business to
Buttons, Stockholm, 2015

EDUCATION

BFA 2007 (High Distinction),
California College of the Arts
Dean’s List 1993, 1994
University of Chicago
Cum Laude 1992
Dana Hall School, Wellesley, MA

Adaptive Path, San Francisco
visual designer, 2.2013–5.2015
Collaborated with multi-disciplinary design teams on Service Design and Experience Strategy
projects for clients in finance, healthcare, technology, and retail. Participated in end-to-end
design process including qualitative research & synthesis, experience mapping, strategic
design, and service vision creation using storytelling and service blueprinting. Also facilitated
and taught numerous workshops on service design tools & methods.
CREDO Mobile (Working Assets), San Francisco
senior designer, 2.2010–present
Art direction and design of print collateral, direct mail, packaging, advertising (print &
interactive), web pages, HTML email, and product photo shoots. Management of a staff
designer as well as occasional freelancers.
Volume Inc., San Francisco (freelance)
graphic designer, 6.2007–12.2008
Design & production of print collateral (SF Jewish Film Festival), books (SF MOMA, Rizzoli,
CCA), and exhibit design (California Academy of Sciences).

SOFTWARE

InDesign
Photoshop
Illustrator
Dreamweaver
Flash
Actionscript 2.0
FontLab Studio 5

LANGUAGES STUDIED

German
French
Latin
Ancient Greek

PORTFOLIO & REFERENCES

Available on request

01.29.16

MRM Partners (McCann-Erickson), San Francisco
art director, 4.2004–8.2005
Art direction and design of direct, interactive and print collateral elements for a variety of
Microsoft products, often for distribution to worldwide subsidiaries. Worked with clients
and client services, photographers, illustrators, print production specialists, studio artists,
interactive producers and creative directors across several coordinating agencies.
Bank of America Brand and Advertising Creative, San Francisco (freelance)
graphic designer, 6.2001–5.2003
Art direction and design of numerous pieces of print collateral and marketing kits for various
lines of business within the bank, including Mortgage, Student Lending and Associate Banking.
Responsibilities included: managing multiple deadlines; initial concepting with creative team;
refinement and exploration of designs; preparing and giving client presentations; working
with client feedback; working with studio artists to ensure accuracy of final mechanicals.
The Ideas Group, San Francisco
graphic designer, 4.2000–10.2000
At this small design firm, I was responsible for print and web design projects from concept to
production, working with clients, account executives, creative directors and other designers
on a variety of print and web designs.
Pottery Barn Visual Merchandising (Williams-Sonoma Inc.), San Francisco
graphic designer, 3.1998–12.1999
Responsible for design, production and project management of print materials for the
Visual Merchandising team, including: cover artwork for over a dozen Pottery Barn CD
compilations; design and production of materials for window displays and presentations;
quarterly Visual Merchandising kits for all retail stores; support materials for Pottery Barn
products such as furniture and decorative accessories.

ATHENS AVALON GREENSPACE

Tiled Steps Design
01.29.2016

ATHENS AVALON GREENSPACE / TILED STEPS INSTALLATION / CONCEPT

SITE OVERVIEW

NEIGHBORS AT WORK IN 2010

In 2008, a group of Excelsior neighbors began the
process of converting a vacant city-owned lot from a
weed and garbage-strewn eyesore into a landscaped
green space, with the approval and assistance of the
Department of Public Works, the San Francisco Parks
Alliance, and many others
After 8 years and many thousands of volunteer hours,
our hillside is terraced with retaining walls and
covered with drought-tolerant native plants.
The Greenspace is bordered by private homes at the
top and to the west, by Avalon Avenue at the bottom,
and by a long stairway on the east side. This stairway is
a public right of way connecting Avalon Avenue with
Valmar Terrace above.

IRAN NARGES / IRAN@IRANNARGES.COM

THE GREENSPACE IN 2016
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TILED STEPS

While the primary focus of the Athens-Avalon project
has been the establishment and care of the hillside
green space, from the very beginning our group has
hoped to incorporate tiled steps into the site design,
inspired by the 16th Avenue steps and other, similar
project across the city and around the world.
I live around the corner from the site on Moscow
Street. When I became aware of the Greenspace group
and of their desire for a design that could be installed
in tile (for its durability and resistance to graffiti), I was
inspired both to create and propose a design, and to
join the group as a volunteer myself.

IRAN NARGES / IRAN@IRANNARGES.COM

16TH AVENUE TILED STEPS
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INSPIRATION

PROPOSED MATERIALS

Having lived around the corner from this stairway for
8 years, I’ve been up and down it hundreds of times;
it’s steep and long (99 steps), perfect for warming up
at the beginning of a walk in neighboring McLaren
Park. It also offers lovely views of the surrounding
neighborhood and the Pacific Ocean.

Risers: 6" × 1" glazed tile

The design reflects the colors of the Greenspace and
McLaren Park (grass, trees, and native wildflowers),
as well as the views which are so beautifully framed by
the stairway (ocean, sky, often dramatic sunsets).

6" × 1" tiles are commercially available. We are currently exploring both stock and
custom color choices with KZ Tile, based on the color palette below. We expect this
palette to change slightly depending on the exact tiles specified.

Treads: neutral, non-skid (TBD)
The tread material should be durable, non-skid, and neutral in tone to set off the
design. We will work with DPW and a tile contractor to source a material that meets
these requirements. We expect that it will be similar (if not identical) to what was
used for the 16th Avenue and Hidden Garden stairway projects.

COLOR PALETTE (PRELIMINARY)
Main

Accent

Neutral

PMS 7461

PMS 273

PMS 424

PMS 638

PMS Blue 072

PMS 430

PMS 317

PMS 513

PMS 429

PMS 360

PMS 7648

PMS Cool Gray 4

PMS 381

PMS Rubine Red

PMS 116

PMS Warm Red

PMS 715
PMS 7578

IRAN NARGES / IRAN@IRANNARGES.COM
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THE DESIGN

FULL DESIGN

FLIGHT 1 (TOP)

FLIGHT 2

FLIGHT 3

FLIGHT 5

FLIGHT 6

FLIGHT 7 (BOTTOM)

FLIGHT 4

For each of the 99 total steps, the riser is divided into 5
colored stripes. Using the 7 flights as inflection points,
the color mixture shifts from predominantly dark and
cool shades at the bottom to warm and bright at the
top. Each of the 99 risers has a unique pattern.
The warming of the tones reflects the physical
experience of the climb up the hill; as the design is on
the risers, the art is seen only on the upward journey
(a treat for weary climbers?).
The bright colors and dense, varied striping are
intended to surprise and delight the eye, while offering
enough complexity to engage the attention.

IRAN NARGES / IRAN@IRANNARGES.COM
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CONCEPT RENDERING

In a neighborhood with relatively little public art
(but plenty of wind and fog), the dense, vivid colors
of the stairway will delight the eye in all weather.
The abstract, graphic style will provide aesthetic
variety to the neighborhood, and a piece of
contemporary public art to a community that is
looking to its future.

IRAN NARGES / IRAN@IRANNARGES.COM
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MAINTENANCE PLAN

VOLUNTEERS WILL DO THE FOLLOWING

The Athens Avalon Greenspace group is prepared to
maintain the condition of the Tile Steps adjacent to the
greenspace:

1. Monthly inspection of the tile and area around the steps for
maintenance and repair needs as well as vandalism damage.

All work will be continued over the next 10–20 years
by our continually changing group of neighborhood
volunteers.

2. Tile grout will be re-sealed annually or more often as
recommended by tile contractor who completes the tile work.
3. Apply and re-apply graffiti coating as needed and as recommended
by tile contractor and DPW, per current standards.
4. Maintain planting and overall garden space in Athens Avalon
Greenspace adjacent to tile steps indefinitely and on a monthly basis.
5. Work with DPW on other maintenance requirements beyond the
scope of the neighborhood volunteers.

IRAN NARGES / IRAN@IRANNARGES.COM
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Hi. I’m Iran. I’ve lived in San Francisco for over 18 years, 14 of them on Moscow
Street in the Excelsior.
I can see most of the Greenspace and a bit of the stairway from my back windows.
I’ve been a professional graphic designer and art director since I came to San
Francisco, and hold a BFA in Graphic Design from CCA. I am currently Creative
Director at Adaptive Path, a design consultancy.
Over the years, my design work has been recognized and published a number of
times by groups including the Type Directors’ Club and AIGA.

IRAN NARGES / IRAN@IRANNARGES.COM
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DETAIL FROM MCLAREN PARK, 2006

IRAN NARGES / IRAN@IRANNARGES.COM
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Thank you.
Pamela Axelson

Iran Narges

PARK STEWARD

DESIGNER & VOLUNTEER

ATHENS AVALON GREENSPACE

ATHENS AVALON GREENSPACE

